
 

Penny Sweets Bigger Treats 
Reading You can read: 

 - Your Scheme Reader or Library Book 
 - Other Fiction books, short stories,  poetry collections 
 - magazines, comics, newspapers 
-  Non-fiction books, information texts, recipe books 
Make sure that an adult signs your Reading Record 
every time you read so that you can claim your House 
Points.We will check Reading Records every Monday. 
 

Wonderful Writing (choose 1) 
1) If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go? Why? What would you do? Write descriptive 

sentences - use expanded noun phrases e.g. hot, sunny desert.  Challenge: Can you write a full A4 page? 

2) Write instructions for making a sandwich, remember to use headings, sub headings, numbered steps and 
imperative verbs (bossy words) get, put, cut and a ‘you will need section’.  

Challenge: Use conjunctions (and, but, so) and subordination (because, if, when, that).  

Magnificent maths (choose 1)  
1)    Weighing - follow a recipe, use scales to weigh ingredients reading the scales 
carefully.  
2)    Symmetry – how many shapes can you find with a line of symmetry? Can you find 
more than one line of symmetry?   Find two pieces that are mirror images of each 
other. 

Practise your times tables.  
 - Counting in 2’s, 3’s, 5’s and 10’s. 
- Chanting times tables for 2’s, 3’s, 5’s and 10’s 
- Practice times tables out of order e.g. 4 x 2 =,  7 x 5= 
Challenge : Explore matching division facts  
E.G.  2 X 5 = 10  and 10 ÷ 5 = 2 

Super Science  
1) Create a ‘5 a Day’ diary, each day record the 5 fruit and vegetables you 

have eaten. Challenge: Can you do some exercise every day and record?  
2) Go on a walk or explore a garden or the Pocket Park. How many different trees, garden plants, wild plants 

and vegetables can you see and name? Can you create a chart to show what you have found?  

Trees Vegetables 

Garden plants Wild plants 

Learn spellings  
 - Look, say, cover, write, check  
 - Ask someone to test you 
 - Is there a spelling rule that helps? 
 - Identify the tricky part & a way to remember it 
Don’t forget spelling tests are every Friday. 
New spellings are given out on a Friday.  

Poster Perfect  
1) Design a poster to show a life cycle, can you use drawings, labels and 

captions? You could choose a frog, butterfly or sunflower. 

Maths Games 
- Use your login for Purple Mash 
- Play  Times Table Rock Star  
- Play maths games on www.ictgames.com and 
www.topmarks.co.uk.  

Amazing Arts and Crafts  
1) Sketch, use collage or paint plants or flowers to create an image of 

a dinosaur, frog or butterfly (use symmetry).  

You have a Reading Record book and a Spelling Practise  
book. Mrs Simpson and Mrs Small will collect these 
books in regularly this term to check that you are 
completing your Penny Sweets homework. 

Your 3 Bigger Treats must be completed and in school by Monday 15th July 
ready for our Class Exhibition.  You can complete Bigger Treats on larger pieces 
of paper or using ICT if this is easier.  If you need help with or are stuck in any 
way, tell Mrs Simpson or Mrs Small. 

Remember: 
Homework will be awarded House 
Points for: effort, presentation & 
creativity. 

 

Penny Sweets 
Complete each Penny Sweet 
activity at least once a week. Aim 
to read every evening for at least 
10 minutes. 
 

Bigger Treats 
Choose 3 Bigger Treats to 
complete this Half Term.  Make 
sure you choose Treats from 
different sections. 
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